PURPOSEFUL DESIGN & PERFORMANCE.

Meet the Lenovo™ Yoga™ 9i, designed to put your experience first with the powerhouse combination of performance, responsiveness, battery life and stunning visuals. Innovative features are encased directly in a sleek 2-in-1 metal chassis with an optional leather cover, combined with the advanced mobile performance of next-gen Intel® Core™ processors and powerfully immersive entertainment.

WHY YOU SHOULD BUY THE LENOVO YOGA 9i (14")

Thoughtful design

Featuring precision-machined, aerospace-grade metal, this stylish 2-in-1 is available in Shadow Black with an authentic leather cover, or in warm Mica. Purposefully designed with your experience in mind, thoughtful details include a webcam privacy shutter, a garaged pen that charges in its port; and an edge-to-edge glass palm rest* that feels smooth to the touch.

Entertainment powerhouse

Experience powerfully three-dimensional audio in all modes, thanks to encased speakers in our 360° hinge capable of delivering Dolby Atmos® sound. An up to 4K VESA400 HDR display with 500 nits brightness and 90% DCI-P3 color spectrum delivers stunning visuals optimized with Dolby Vision®, integrated Intel® graphics and more than 90% screen ratio.

Boundary-breaking performance and responsiveness

Experience the perfect combination of performance, responsiveness, battery life and stunning visuals in a new class of sleek, stylish laptops. Co-engineered by Lenovo and Intel® to provide the ultimate experience for life and work anywhere, the Yoga 9i offers remarkable responsiveness, lightning-fast Gigabit speeds with Intel® WiFi 6, and two Thunderbolt™ 4 ports connecting to power and accessories with a single cable.

Smarter convenience

The Yoga 9i optimizes your experience with AI innovation across a range of smart features. Stay active for up to 18 hours (TBD) of battery life, thanks to Intelligent Cooling, co-engineered with Intel® to optimize power according to your needs. Local video automatically upscales to higher resolution, for an ultra-clear entertainment experience. And in select markets, you’ll be able to speak to voice assistant Alexa—now featuring an improved UI and expanded features.

* Available on 14" leather cover model.
## Specifications

### Yoga 9 14ITL-5*

#### Performance
- **Processor**: Next-gen Intel Core Processors (coming soon)
- **Operating System**: Windows 10 Pro
- **Windows 10 Home**
- **Graphics**: Latest Intel® Integrated Graphics
- **Memory**: LPDDR4X : 8 GB / 12 GB / 16 GB
- **Storage**: SSD PCIe M.2 : 256 GB / 512 GB / 1 TB
- **Camera**: 1M Camera
- **Audio**: Rotating Sound Bar with Dolby Atmos® 4 Speakers, 2 Woofers, 2 Tweeters
- **Battery**: FHD MobileMark® 2014 : 18 Hours (Target) Video Playback : 18 Hours (Target) UHD MobileMark® 2014 : 9 Hours (Target) Video Playback : 9 Hours (Target)

#### Design
- **Display**: UHD (3840 x 2160) IPS, VESA DisplayHDR™ 400, 500 nits, 90% DCI-P3, Dolby Vision®, 89% AAR
- **FHD (1920 x 1080) IPS, 16-9, 400 nits, sRGB 100%, 72% NTSC, 89% AAR
- **Narrow Bezel (4-sides)**: Left/Right : 3.9 mm Top : 5.6 mm (8.45 mm with Bump) Bottom : 12.9 mm
- **Dimensions (W x D x H)**: Metal SKU (mm) : 318.4 x 210.9 x 14.6–14.87 * Glass is default. Leather/Glass SKU (mm) : 318.4 210.9 x 15.3–16.4 * (inches) : 12.5” x 8.3” x 0.67-0.64”
- **Weight**: Metal SKU Starting at 1.4 kg (3.08 lbs) Leather/Glass SKU Starting at 1.42 kg (3.1 lbs)
- **Hinge**: 360°
- **Colors**: Shadow Black with Leather Cover Mica Wow Features Standard Garaged Pen Rotating Sound Bar Smart Sensor Touchpad Embedded under Edge-to-Edge Glass® Ultrasonic Fingerprint Reader Embedded under Edge-to-Edge Glass® Trueblock Privacy Shutter Alexa® Lenovo Smart Assist® 2x2 WiFi 6

#### Connectivity
- **WLAN**: Intel® 2x2 WiFi 6 (802.11 ax)
- **Bluetooth®**: Bluetooth® 5.1
- **Input/Output (I/O) Ports (TBC)**: 1 x USB 3.1 Gen 2 2 x Type-C™ (Thunderbolt™ 4, USB 4 Compliant, PD, DisplayPort™) Audio Combo Jack

#### Preloaded Software
- **Lenovo Vantage**
- **Microsoft Office 2019**
- **McAfee® LiveSafe™**
- **Dolby Vision®**
- **Alexa®**

#### LENOVO SERVICES
- **Warranty Upgrades – On-site / In-Home Service**: Maximizes PC uptime and productivity by providing convenient, fast repair services in your own home.
- **Accidental Damage Protection**: Avoid the hassles of unexpected repair costs. Provides coverage for non-warranted damage incurred under normal operating conditions, such as minor spills, drops or damage to the integrated screen.
- **Warranty Extensions – (3-to-5 Years Total Duration)**: This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps accurately budget for PC expenses, protect your valuable investment and potentially lower the cost of ownership over time.

#### Options & Accessories
- **Lenovo Yoga Mouse with Laser Presenter**
- **Lenovo Yoga Active Noise-cancellation Headphones**
- **Lenovo Yoga Sleeves (14” and 15”)**
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PURPOSEFUL DESIGN & PERFORMANCE.

The Lenovo™ Yoga™ 9i was designed and engineered to put your experience first. Innovative features are encased directly in a sleek 2-in-1 metal chassis. Packed with powerhouse performance typically only available from desktops, up to 10th Generation Intel® Core™ HK-Series Mobile Processors enable desktop-caliber creativity and productivity.

WHY YOU SHOULD BUY THE LENOVO YOGA 9i (15.6")

Thoughtful design

Featuring precision-machined, aerospace-grade metal, this stylish 2-in-1 is available in classic Slate Grey. Thoughtfully designed with your experience in mind, details include a webcam privacy shutter, a garaged pen that charges in its port; and a fingerprint reader that recognizes only you.

Entertainment powerhouse

Enjoy stunning visuals on a 15.6" display with up to 4K VESA DisplayHDR™ 400 clarity, featuring 500 nits brightness and optimized with Dolby Vision® and more than 90% screen ratio. You’ll also enjoy powerfully three-dimensional audio in all modes, thanks to our 360° speaker hinge which delivers Dolby Atmos® experiences.

Desktop power in a sleek laptop

Powered by 10th generation Intel® Core™ processors featuring up to 5.3 GHz Turbo, 8-Cores and 16 threads, the Yoga 9i offers incredible desktop-level like performance. Enjoy best-in-class connectivity with Intel® WiFi 6 and Thunderbolt™ 3. Supercharge your performance with powerful NVIDIA® GTX 1650 Ti with Max-Q Design graphics, which will accelerate the apps you use every day.

Smarter convenience

The Yoga 9i optimizes your experience with AI innovation across a range of smart features. Intel® Dynamic Tuning Technology uses machine learning algorithms to predict workload needs, intelligently adapting power based on usage and system temperature, extending battery life to average of 13 hours of use. Local video automatically upscales to higher resolution, for an ultra-clear entertainment experience. You’ll also be able to speak to voice assistant Alexa in select markets, now featuring an improved UI and expanded features.
**SPECIFICATIONS**

**Yoga 9i (15.6")**

**PERFORMANCE**

- **Processor**
  - 10th Generation Intel® Core™ i9 10885U
  - 10th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 10750H

- **Operating System**
  - Windows 10 Pro

- **Graphics**
  - NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1650 Ti

**MEMORY**

- DDR4 (I9) : 16GB
- DDR4 (I7) : 12 GB / 16GB

**STORAGE**

- SSD PCIe M.2 : 256 GB / 512 GB / 1 TB / 2 TB

**Audio**

- Rotating Sound Bar with Dolby Atmos®
- 4 Speakers, 2 Woofers, 2 Tweeters

**BATTERY**

- MobileMark® 2014 : Average of 11 Hours (Target)
- Local Video Playback : Up to 14 Hours (Target)

- UHD MobileMark® 2014 : Average of 9 Hours (Target)
- Local Video Playback : Up to 11 Hours (Target)

**CONNECTIVITY**

- **WLAN**
  - Intel® 2x2 WiFi 6 (802.11 ax)
  - Bluetooth®
  - Bluetooth® 5.0

- **Input/Output (I/O) Ports (TBC)**
  - 1 x USB 3.2 Gen 1
  - 2 x Type-C™ (Thunderbolt™, PD, DisplayPort™, USB 3.2 Gen 2) DC-In

**PRELOADED SOFTWARE**

- Lenovo Vantage
- Microsoft Office 2019
- McAfee® LiveSafe™
- Dolby Vision®
- Alexa™

**LENOVO SERVICES**

**Warranty Upgrades**

- On-site / In-Home Service
  - Maximizes PC uptime and productivity by providing convenient, fast repair services in your own home.

**Accidental Damage Protection**

- Avoid the hassles of unexpected repair costs. Provides coverage for non-warranted damage incurred under normal operating conditions, such as minor spills, drops or damage to the integrated screen.

**OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES**

- Lenovo Yoga Mouse with Laser Presenter
- Lenovo Yoga Active Noise-cancellation Headphones
- Lenovo 700 Ultraportable Bluetooth® Speaker

---
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